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The criticality data of plutonium solutions published in the ICSBEP Handbook were re-
viewed. Criticality data for lower plutonium concentration and higher 24OpU content, which
correspond to a reprocessing process condition, are very scarce and hence the criticality
data in this area are desired. While the calculated kff's with ENDF/B-V show the depend-
ence of the plutonium concentration, the dependence has been corrected in JENDL-3.3 be-
cause of energy distribution of the capture cross section Of 239pU . Based on the generalized
perturbation theory, the sensitivity coefficient of keff with respect to fission and capture
cross section in plutonium solutions were obtained. In a plutonium solution with a lower
concentration, cross sections in the thermal energy less than 01 eV have significant effects
on the criticality. On the other hand, the criticality of higher concentration plutonium solu-
tions is mostly dominated by cross sections in the energy range larger than 0 I eV. Regard-
ing the effect of 24OpU on criticality, the capture cross section 24OPu around the resonance
peak around I eV is dominant regardless of the concentration.
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1. Introduction of low-enriched uranium solution system, which were
obtained at the Static Experiment Critical Facility

Plutonium solutions are handled in a variety of op- (STACY).') The validations of JENDL-3.2 and
eration stages in nuclear fuel cycle facilities. The JENDL-3.3 for plutonium solution systems have not
validations of criticality safety analyses for plutonium been carried out sufficiently. This paper presents the
solution system against criticality experiments using benchmark calculation results by MCNP and
plutonium solution are important for criticality safety JENDL-3.3.
design in the facilities. To evaluate the causes of the biases in the calcu-

More than 400 criticality data of plutonium solution lated kff's, obtaining sensitivity coefficients based on
have been evaluated through the activities of the In- the generalized perturbation theory, which correspond
terriational Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation to the changes of kff with respect to changes of indi-
Project (ICSBEP) organized under OECD/NEA, and vidual group cross sections, are one of useful means.
these are published in the ICSBEP Handbook.') These The paper applies the generalized perturbation theory
data are well-evaluated and available for validations to the calculation of sensitivity coefficients of keff for
of cross section libraries and calculation codes. Since plutonium solution systems in the ICSBEP Handbook.
plutonium solutions are to be handled mostly in a re-
processing plant of light water reactor fuels in Japan,
the criticality data required for validation of criticality MCNP (ENDF/B-V)[
safety analysis codes have to correspond to conditions
of reprocessing in terms of plutonium concentration, 1.02 I ---------------------
plutonium vector and so on. This paper reviews the
current status of criticality data of plutonium solution ---- -----------
in the ICSBEP Handbook fi7om viewpoint of the re-
quirements of plutonium solution criticality data in
Japan. .00 ----- - ----------

The ICSBEP Handbook includes many sample
calculation results with MCNp2) and ENDF/B-V for .99
the benchmark models of plutonium solution systems. 0 100 200 300 400
In this paper, the properties of biases in the calculated Pu concentration (g/L)
kff results by MCNP and ENDF/B-V are discussed.
The validations of JENDL-3.2 and 3.3 have already Fig.1 Kff calculated by MCNP and ENDF/B-V vs.
been conducted by the authors using benchmark data plutonium concentration
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grade plutonium. Plutonium fuel treated in reprocess-
2. Calculation Results for Plutonium Solution ing process come from light water reactors in Japan
Benchmark Models in ICSBEP Handbook and the content Of 1pU is usually higher than 20wt.%.

However, criticality date in which 2411pU content is
2.1 Calculation Results by MCNP and ENDF/B-V higher than 20wt.% is not necessarily sufficient as can

More than 400 criticality data of plutonium solution be seen from Fig.2. Especially, criticality data of plu-
are published in the International Criticality Safety tonium solution with lower plutonium concentration
Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP). In Section 4 and higher Pu content do not exist in the ICSBEP
of each evaluation reports, the results of the sample Handbook at present. Hence, an extension to the area
calculations for kff's are given. The combination of a of reprocessing plant of light water reactor fuels is
continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP and required to apply calculation methods validated
ENDF/B-V library are presented for almost all evalu- against the ICSBEP Handbook to criticality safety
ated reports. Figure shows the calculated kff's by designs. For the purpose of validation for plutonium
MCNP and ENDF/B-V as a function of plutonium solutions handled in reprocessing plants, criticality
concentration. The results in Fig. I include many kinds experiments using lower plutonium concentration
of criticality experiments using plutonium solution in (-20g/�) and higher 210pU content (-25%) are, if any,
terms of plutonium vector, geometry, reflector condi- desired to be evaluated. Otherwise a new criticality
tion and so on. As shown in Fig. , there is an obvious experiments should be performed using a plutonium
correlation between calculated kff's and plutonium solution coff esponding to the conditions of reprocess-
concentration. Keff s are overestimated in lower plu- ing.
tonium concentrations. Therefore, criticality safety Any obvious correlation between calculated kff's
designs with MCNP and ENDF/B-V for dilute pluto- and 24ON content cannot be found because sufficient
nium solutions may involve unnecessary safety mar- criticality data for higher 24OpU content do not exist.
gins. The criticality safety limit values modified by More systematic criticality data may be required to
taking into consideration the overestimations for dilute study the dependence of calculated kff's on the 24OpU

plutonium solutions could lead to a reasonable criti- content.
cality safety design in the plutonium solution handling
processes. On the other hand, kff's may be underesti- 2.2 Validation of JENDL-3.3
mated for high concentration plutonium solutions, The Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library ver-
leading to the reduction of the substantial safety mar- sion 33 was released in 2002. No major modification
gins in the criticality safety designs for higher concen- for plutonium nuclides except for the capture width of
trations plutonium solutions. Needless-to-say, other 24OpU was made from the previous version JENDL-3.2.
factors except plutonium concentration such as Pluto- Regarding plutonium nitrate solution, another modifi-
nium vector, geometry, and absorber may affect the cation in cross sections in JENDL-3.3 is (np) reaction
tendency in Fig. . of 4 N in thermal energy range. For comparison be-

tween ENDF/B-V and JENDL-3.3, the calculated
kff's by MCNP 4C for the benchmark models in the
ICSBEP Handbook are shown in Fig.3.
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Fig.2 Histogram of number of criticality data in
ICSBEP Handbook Fig.3 MCNP results with ENDF/B-V and JENDL-3.3

as a function of plutonium concentration

Figure 2 shows a frequency distribution of plutonium
solution's criticality data in the ICSBEP Handbook as All benchmark data in Fig.3 are water-reflected
a function of plutonium concentration and 140pu con- spherical geometries, and they were taken from
tent. This figure indicates most criticality data in the PU-SOL-THERM-001, 007, and 021 of the ICSBEP
ICSBEP Handbook were measured using weapon Handbook, which were obtained at the Battele Pacific
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Northwest Laboratories Critical Mass Laboratory. The Eq.(2). The bracket stands for inner product of
content of 20 Pu are 4.6wt.%. While the dependence of energy and space, and F is defmed as
kff's calculated by ENDF/B-V on plutonium concen- (E)
tration is obviously observed, the results by F = I dE, vEf (r, E) . (3)
JENDL-3.3 seem to be relatively flat. JENDL-3.3 4)r
gives lower ff values by approximately 0.5%Ak than The sensitivity coefficients for plutonium solution
ENDFIB-V for lower plutonium concentration. The systems were calculated based on neutron transport
difference between two libraries, however, becomes theory on two-dimensional R-Z geometry. The effec-
smaller as the plutonium concentration becomes tive microscopic cross sections with 107-group energy
higher. Therefore, JENDL-3.3 may give better results structure were prepared using SRAC95 a general
for wide range of plutonium concentration than purpose neutronic code system .5) The cross section
ENDF/B-V. The causes of these properties of used for the calculation of sensitivity coefficients are
JENDL-3.3 are explained below. based on JENDL-3.3, and the thermal cutoff energy

was 1.855 eV (i.e., 62 groups in the fast neutron en-
3. Sensitivity Analyses by Perturbation Theory ergy domain and 45 groups in the thermal neutron

energy domain). Using the 107-group effective mi-
3.1 Sensitivity Coefficients croscopic cross sections and the two-dimensional dis-

To investigate the problems of criticality calcula- crete ordinates transport code TWODANT 6) neutron
tions for plutonium solutions precisely, sensitivity multiplication factor, forward neutron flux, and ad-
coefficients of main plutonium cross sections were joint neutron flux were calculated.
calculated based on the generalized perturbation the- 1.11+00

ory. The results of the sensitivity analyses will reveal
which cross section has s significant effect on kff and 20 1L
will contribute to future evaluation of cross section 300 g/L
libraries. Since plutonium isotopes have large neutron LE-01 - - - - - - - - --- - - L

cross sections as compared with uranium isotopes,
neutron spectrum in a plutonium solution changes
significantly with plutonium concentration. Thus,
neutron energy region affecting kff largely depends on 75 LE-02 - - - - - --- - - - - - L
the plutonium concentration. The effect of plutonium
isotopes on k also depends on the plutonium vector.
The kff of a plutonium fuel with lower burnup was
mainly dominated b Y 239pU. As the burnup increases, LE-03

Of 24OpU 241pti LE-02 I.E-01 LE100 LE�01 LE102 LE103 I FIN I F-05 LE-06 LE-07
the accumulation and makes the effect Neutron Energy (eV)

of these isotopes more significant. Therefore, pluto- Fig.4 Neutron spectra of dilute (20gli) and high con-
nium solution ftiels have many parameters (e.g., plu- centration (300g/t) plutonium solution (239pU:
tonium concentration, plutonium vector) affecting the 240 Pu=95:5)
criticality, which complicates the validation or modi-

fication of plutonium cross sections. If the contribu- Figure 4 shows neutron spectra in plutonium solu-
tion of neutron energy or plutonium isotopes to ff
were known by the calculations of sensitivity coeffi- tion with the concentrations of 20 gli and 300 g/f. The
cients, the causes of the problems in criticality calcu- plutonium vector is 239pU: 24OPu=95:5, and the free
lation of a plutonium solution could be clearly under- nitric acid concentration is 3 mol/t As seen in Fig.4,
stood. The sensitivity coefficient of kir with respect to the neutron spectra are quite different depending on
a microscopic cross section a is given by the plutonium concentration, especially in < I eV.

Figure shows the energy dependence of fission re-

A, action rates in the plutonium solutions with the con-
S ff dc = ke 07 . centration of 20 g/f and 300 g1f. In 20 g/f, approxi-

keff CT ff �O*Fo) mately 98% fission reaction occurs in < I eV. On the

In Eq.(I), the neutron flux is a solution of ei- other hand, in 300 g/f, 75 fission reaction occurs in

genequation B=O, which is written as < I eV. Since I I of total fission reaction occurs
- between 10 eV and 100 eV in 300 g/f, the contribu-

Q V (r, 0, E) + E , (r, EO(r, fl, E) tion of fission cross section Of 239pU in this energy

- fdC2'fdE'O(r, 6', E)E, (r,!C2'-> fl, E-+ E) (2) range is important for higher concentration plutonium

solutions. Figures 6 and 7 show the energy depend-

X(E) - fdl!�JdEo(r, 6', E')vYf (r, E = ence of capture reaction rates of 14 N 29Pu, and 24OpU

4yr keff in the plutonium solutions with the concentration of

The adjoint flux * is a solution ofadjoint equation for 20 g1f and 300 gle, respectively. As seen in Fig.6, the
thermal neutron capture of 4 N due to (n, p) reaction
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has a significant contribution in a dilute plutonium
solution. Therefore, the evaluation of N in the ther- The sensitivity coefficients of kfr with respect to ... PU
mal energy range is important for the criticality safety (nf ) cross section in 20 g/f and 300 g/f is shown in
analyses of a dilute plutonium solution. Fig.8. The sensitivity of dilute solution 20 g1R is

11-01 large below 01 eV. On the other hand, the sensitivity
of high concentration solution 300 g/i) is dominant
around 03 eV and between IO eV and I 0 eV.
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Fig.5 Energy-group contribution of fission reactions

in dilute 20g/f) and high concentration 300g/t) plu- 0.00
tonium solution 211pU: 24OpU=95:5) I.E-03 LE-02 I.E-01 11+00 LE+01 I.E+02 I.E+03

Neutron Energy (eV)

Fig. 8 Sensitivity coefficient of kff with respect to
219pU (nj) cross section

LE-02

The dependence of kff on plutonium concentration
I.E-03 - - - - - - may be ascribed to the difference in energy distribu-

tion of the sensitivity coefficients as shown in Fig.8.
1.13-04 to 239PU

--- The sensitivity coefficients of kff with respect
(ny) cross section have very similar tendency re-

LE-05 garding the dependence of plutonium concentration.
-14 The sensitivity coefficients of kff with respect to 239pU

U LPu-239 (ny), 24OPu(ny), and 14 N(np) are given in Table .
LE-06 Pu-240

U To discuss the effect of plutonium vectors, the sensi-
tivity coefficients were calculated for a plutonium

LE-07 isotopic composition (238pU: 2.6wtO/, 139pU: 55.4 wt%,
LE-03 LE-02 1.11-01 LE+00 I.E+fl 11+02 IE+03 24OpU Wt%, 241pU: Wt%, 242pU : 5.2wt%) cor-

Neutron Energy (ev) : 24.2 12.6
Fig.6 Energy-group contribution of capture reactions responding to an LWR spent fuel with the burnup of

239PU: 45 GWd/t. The sensitivity coefficient of 14N(np is
in dilute (20gM) plutonium solution due to the reaction in the thermal energy range. As the
24OPu=95:5) plutonium concentration becomes higher and the

I.E-01 thermal neutron forward and adjoint fluxes become
depressed, the contribution of 4 N(np) reaction be-

A comes smaller. In a dilute plutonium solution, the
LE-02 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14contribution of N(np) reaction is comparable to

241pU(n, Y) reaction. Therefore, the evaluation of
LE-03 - - - 14 N(np) cross section is important especially for a

I LI �__
dilute plutonium solution regardless of the plutonium

LM LE-04 --- vector.

LE-05 Tab] I Sensitivity coefficients of kff
9. 23 24OpU 149Pu(n, (n, N(np)

I.E-06 -ngPu 95wtl/o -2.06-10-1 -2.12 - IO-' -4.33- 10-2
LE-03 LE-02 LE-01 LE+00 LE+01 LE+02 11+03 20 g/f

Neutron Energy (eV) 45GWd/t -1.40- IO-' -8.92- 10-2 -5.17- 10-2

20 g/f
Fig.7 Energy-group contribution of capture reactions ""Pu 95wt% 3.22 - IO-' -6.27- 10-2 -1.07- 10-2

in dilute (300gM) plutonium solution ( 239PU: 300 gle
140pu=95:5) 45GWd/t -2.39x IO- -1.5 1 - 10-' -1.24- 10-2

300 gM
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Figure 9 shows the sensitivity coefficients of kff with smaller than that in the peripheral energy. Thus, the
respect to 24OpU (n, 7) cross section of a plutonium negative reactivity caused by the increase of 240 Pu(n, �)
solution that has an isotopic composition of 45 GWd/t cross section at 1056 eV falls below the positive reac-
spent fuel. tivity in the peripheral energy range, which makes the

use of JENDL-3.3 give higher kff than JENDL-3.2 for
0.000 a higher concentration plutonium solution.

-0.005 - - - - - -

5.E-04 ------------- ------
-0.010 - - - - --- - - - - - - - - 45 GWd/t

Pu-240 (n,
-0.015 -- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O.E+00
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Neutron Energy (eV) Neutron Energy (eV)
Fig.9 Sensitivity coefficient of kff with respect to
24OpU (n, y) cross section Fig.10 Energy-group contributions to reactivity due

to the capture cross section change from JENDL-3.2

Figure 9 shows the results of the concentration of 20 to JENDL-3.3

g/f and 3Og/f. Regardless of concentrations, the con- As shown in Fig.3, JENDL-3.3 gives smaller kfr's
tribution of the resonance peak at I eV makes up aP_ as compared with ENDF/B-V, which is caused by the
proximately half of the total contribution. In a dilute differences of the fission spectrum and capture cross
solution, the contribution in the thermal energy range sections Of 239pU . The capture cross section Of 239p Of

below I eV becomes larger. On the contrary, the con- JENDL-3.3 is larger than ENDF/B-V in the thermal
tribution in the resolved resonance range becomes energy range and smaller in the resonance energy
larger in a high concentration solution. As the amount range. Thus, for a dilute plutonium solution in which
Of 0pU increase in a plutonium solution, the contribu- the sensitivity coefficient in the thermal energy range
tion at the resonance peak of I eV becomes smaller is dominant, JENDL-3.3 gives smaller kff's than
compared with the surrounding energy of the peak due ENDF/B-V due to the larger capture cross section of
to the strong self-shielding effect. 239pU in the thermal energy range. As the plutonium

concentration becomes higher and the sensitivity coef-
3.2 Validation of JENDL-3.3 ficient in the resonance energy becomes effective, the

The major modifications from JENDL-3.2 toward difference of kff's in two libraries becomes smaller.
JENDL-3.3 associated with plutonium nitrate solu- The properties given in Sec. 22 can be attributed
tions are as follows: mostly to the energy dependence of the differences in

1) 4N(np) cross section was increased in the the capture cross section Of 239pU.

thermal energy.

2) 24OpU(ny) cross section was increased at 4. Conclusion
1.056 eV and was decreased in the vicinity of
the peak. The calculated kff's for plutonium solutions with

For plutonium solutions with the isotopic composition ENDFIB-V apparently show the dependence of the
of 45 GWd/t spent ftiel, the energy-group components plutonium concentration. For reliable and reasonable
of the capture reaction's reactivity, which is caused by criticality safety designs of plutonium solutions, a
changing the cross sections from JENDL-3.2 to criticality calculation system which can be applicable
JENDL-3.3, were obtained by the transport perturba- to wide range of solution conditions should be devel-
tion calculations, and are shown in Fig. 10. The cap- oped. JENDL-3.3, the latest version of JENDL series,
ture reaction's reactivity is negative in the dilute plu- is found to give better tendencies of calculated kff's

tonium solution 20 g/f), which is due to 14N(np) than ENDF/B-V. The dependence of kff's on pluto-
cross section change in the thermal energy and nium concentration is considerably corrected in
240pu(nr) cross section change around I eV. In the JENDL-3.3.

high concentration plutonium solution 300 gM), the The criticality data of plutonium solutions pub-
change of 4 N(np) cross section does not affect the lished in the ICSBEP Handbook were reviewed from
reactivity. As shown in Fig.9, the sensitivity coeffi- viewpoint of relevancy to the reprocessing process of
cient at the peak of the resonance energy 1056 eV is LWR fuels. It was found that there is no criticality
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